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Anime-Planet users recommend these anime for Toradora fans!. All available to watch right here right now! 35 people think you'll like this neutrino says If you like Tsundere, then ZnT is the series par excellence you need to watch, even if it makes any other like this look redundant. There are many similarities between Louise and Taiga, including the voice
actress herself. For me, ToraDora is smarter, but both are fun series. cassiesheepgirl says that if you like to watch shows with a central Tsundere character treat a reluctant poor guy like a slave and call him a dog, then both of these series are for you! Both are set in a school setting and while Zero no Tsukaima is more ecchi and has a great fantasy element
that Toradora! has not, both are serious comedy. In both situations you find yourself sorry for Saito and Ryuuji and gradually you start to like Louise and Taiga - and their temperaments! If you liked one of these series, it's worth trying the other. Tokuwa says that seeing both series, there are some obvious connections: the main female and male characters
share a similar type of interaction, the female is highly feminine and a little spoiled - the male is a good guy with a pure heart who is treated badly, but in the heart of both female tracks, they have a deeper affection for their respective dog. Both series evolve around this element, but in different interpretations. So, if you like the tension between the characters
in a series, you might just love to see this constellation in a different environment and that's the possibility! While Zero no Tsukaima has an all-fantasy setting with more exaggeration, action and torture of male lead, Toradora! it chooses a realistic environment with more realistic moments and a deeper and less predictable approach to character behavior, so
both have unique qualities. Lovely Complex is the story of a boy and a girl. The girl, Koizumi Risa, is much taller than the average Japanese girl; and the boy, Atsushi Otani, is much shorter than the average Japanese boy. Due to their immense difference in size and constant quarrels with each other, the duo is not reluctantly the comic relief of the school.
While Risa and Otani continue to... TagsComedyRomanceShoujoRomantic ComedySchool LifeBased on a Manga 31 people think you'll like this Nevo says If you like Ryuuji and Taiga's love quails, you'll find lovely complex has almost the same thing, the story is also similar, the funny moments, the akward ones, (still fun) are always great and they're sure
you'll enjoy Lovely Complex like me. :) Worosei says both are romantic comedies that revolve around around the comic squabbles of the main male/female protagonist. Both the male and the female share a similar complex about their people, Lovely Complex that revolves around their heights, Toradora around being misunderstood for their The starting
premise for both also revolves around leads that help the other get out with a different person and a relatively slow progression of the relationship between leads. Lovely Complex is perhaps the girly of the two, as it focuses more on Risa's point of view, where Toradora focuses more on Ryuji's point of view. TropicalMist says I feel like both of these series
start in the same premise... two unlikely girls and boys become good friends due to random circumstances (such as trying to mate with each other with their best friends!).  But there's more to this... in both series, we get a sense of friendship on both sides.  The public knows that these two could (most likely) end up together.  That's when the similarities end
anyway.  The way the anime brings these two together is very different.  While Toradora! it's more about the discovery of the family and itself, LC is about overcoming appearances and, in a way, moving forward.  Both are based in a high school setting, but their storytelling methods are very different even if both begin as an innocent friendship. 14 people
think you'll like this Funkgun says A couple of romanaces that sprinkle comedy (maybe a little more in Toradora) Both women's tracks are similar in look, One is more than a Tsundere. The original creator is the same on both of these projects, so you should see some similarities. If you liked one, you might like each other. JimmyPark says one of my 2 favorite
souls of life and romance.           The reason I remember this anime is because it has great character development, an interesting story throughout the anime and it's great to watch. It makes me want to watch more and more for each episode.  serge512 says well. they both start a relationship of friends while loving others. a that's when the good story starts
for both of us. Masterpiece of The Golden Age. Toradora bene tsundere dere. so if you are a fan of the tsundere pls watch be if not then look at your own risk. Risk.
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